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Robust Place Categorization with Deep Domain Generalization
Massimiliano Mancini1,2, Samuel Rota Bulo`2,3, Barbara Caputo1, Elisa Ricci2,4
Abstract— Traditional place categorization approaches in
robot vision assume that training and test images have similar
visual appearance. Therefore, any seasonal, illumination and
environmental changes typically lead to severe degradation
in performance. To cope with this problem, recent works
have proposed to adopt domain adaptation techniques. While
effective, these methods assume that some prior information
about the scenario where the robot will operate is available
at training time. Unfortunately, in many cases this assumption
does not hold, as we often do not know where a robot will
be deployed. To overcome this issue, in this paper we present
an approach which aims at learning classification models able
to generalize to unseen scenarios. Specifically, we propose
a novel deep learning framework for domain generalization.
Our method develops from the intuition that, given a set of
different classification models associated to known domains
(e.g. corresponding to multiple environments, robots), the best
model for a new sample in the novel domain can be computed
directly at test time by optimally combining the known models.
To implement our idea, we exploit recent advances in deep
domain adaptation and design a Convolutional Neural Network
architecture with novel layers performing a weighted version
of Batch Normalization. Our experiments, conducted on three
common datasets for robot place categorization, confirm the
validity of our contribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have witnessed great advancements in
computer and robot vision thanks to deep learning models.
In particular, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have
reached outstanding performances in many different tasks
such as object classification [1], depth estimation [2] and
affordance prediction [3]. Despite their effectiveness, CNNs
have some drawbacks. First, they are data-hungry, i.e. very
large labeled dataset are usually required for training. This
is a major issue in robotics, where data acquisition and
annotation is especially time consuming and often infeasible.
Second, most CNN models are derived assuming that training
and test data belong to the same distribution. This is a clear
limitation for robots operating in the real world. In fact,
robots should be able to function in completely different
places, under many diverse environmental conditions: there-
fore, they cannot simply employ pre-trained models unable
to generalize to arbitrary settings.
This work focuses on the problem of semantic place cate-
gorization from visual data, where these issues are especially
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Fig. 1: The domain generalization problem. At training time
(orange block) images of multiple source domains (e.g.
A,B,C) are available. These images are used to train different
models with parameters θi. Our approach automatically
computes a model D which accurately classifies images of a
novel domain (not available during training) by combining
the models of the known domains.
relevant [4]. Correctly identifying the semantic category of
a place is important for robot localization, mapping and ex-
ploration [5], [6]. Unfortunately, environmental changes (e.g.
due to the presence of people or obstacles and to changing
lighting conditions) make this task extremely challenging.
Traditional place categorization approaches [7], [8], [9],
[10] require labeled datasets of training images. While the
resulting models are very accurate when test samples are sim-
ilar to training data, their performance significantly degrade
when the robot collects images with very different visual
appearance [11]. To address this issue, recent works have
exploited domain adaptation (DA) techniques [12], [13],
[14]. These methods develop models which are meant to
be effective in the scenario where the robot will operate, i.e.
the target domain. However, since few target data are often
available, DA attempts to transfer useful knowledge from a
larger set of source data (e.g. previously collected by other
robots or derived from publicly-available datasets).
While domain adaptation algorithms provide effective
solutions, they require some prior knowledge of the target
domain at training time, e.g. to have access to target data.
Unfortunately, this information may not always be available.
Consider for instance an household robot: since the number
of possible customers is huge, it is inconceivable to collect
data for each possible house and application scenario. In this
paper, we argue that a more relevant problem in the context
of semantic place categorization is domain generalization
(DG). Opposite to DA, where target data are exploited to
produce a classifier accurate under specific working condi-
tions, the idea behind DG is to learn a domain agnostic model
applicable to any unseen target domain. In other words, in
this paper we are interested in learning a place categorization
model which is as general as possible and employable by
different robots and in various environmental conditions.
While many strategies are possible for addressing do-
main generalization [15], [16], in this paper we propose
a novel deep learning framework. Our approach develops
from the idea that, given data from multiple source domains
and the associated models, the best model for the target
domain can be generated on-the-fly when a novel sample
arrives by optimally combining the precomputed models
from source domains (see Fig.1). To implement this idea
we design a novel CNN architecture which relies on two
main components. First, inspired by recent works on domain
adaptation [17], [18], we construct multiple source models by
embedding into a common CNN few domain-specific Batch
Normalization layers. In this way, different classifiers can
be built keeping the number of parameters limited. Second,
we design a lateral network branch which computes the
likelihood that a certain instance belongs to a given domain.
When applied to a novel target sample, this branch calculates
its probabilities to be part of the different source domains.
These values are used to construct the target classifier
performing a combination of known source models. To this
aim, the novel Weighted Batch Normalization (WBN) layers
are introduced. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed DG approach with extensive experiments on three
datasets, namely the COsy Localization Database (COLD)
[19], the Visual Place Categorization (VPC) dataset [4] and
the Specific PlacEs Dataset (SPED) [20]. Moreover, we
show how the proposed framework can be employed where
no prior information about source domains is available at
training time: given a training set, our model can be used
to automatically cluster training data and learning multiple
models, discovering latent domains and associated classifiers.
To summarize, the main contribution of this paper is
twofold. Firstly, we introduce the problem of domain gener-
alization for semantic place recognition and we present the
first deep learning framework for addressing it. Secondly,
we show how explicitly embedding domain information into
learning is beneficial and permits to significantly increase
classification accuracy over domain-agnostic approaches.
II. RELATED WORK
Devising models which are robust to domain shift is
of fundamental importance for developing robotic systems
working in the wild. Therefore, several recent works have
focused on learning models which are as much as possible
invariant to seasonal [21], [22], illumination [23], [24], [25],
[26] and environmental [27], [28] changes. While several
tasks such as place recognition [21], SLAM [27], semantic
segmentation [26] benefit from these type of models, in this
paper we specifically consider the problem of semantic place
categorization from visual data.
Standard approaches addressing this task extract global
features, either hand-crafted [7], [29], [8] or CNN-based [30],
from the input images and subsequently train a classifier to
discriminate among a given set of categories. Other methods
consider extracting local features, either through a fully-
convolutional neural network [10] or regions of interest
pooling [9]. Differently, some approaches attempt to classify
places analyzing the occurrences of specific objects and
derive object-level information either adopting CNNs [31]
or object templates [32]. However, none of these methods
is effective when tested in cross-domain conditions (see for
instance experimental results in [10], [8], [32]).
To address the problem of robustness to varying environ-
mental conditions, some works considered domain adaptation
and transfer learning techniques. For instance, [33] proposes
an approach based on adaptive support vector machine. In
[12] a supervised transfer learning approach based on Least
Square SVM is described. In [13] an unsupervised technique
selects the source data useful for place recognition in the
target domain. Similarly, [14] introduces a transfer learning
approach based on sparse coding. Despite their effectiveness,
all these methods assume the availability of some information
for the target domain. This is a clear limitation, as in many
cases a robot operates in completely unknown scenarios.
Therefore, our work specifically tackles the problem of
domain generalization. To our knowledge, no previous works
have proposed a DG method for robot place categorization.
Domain generalization [15] has been recently studied in
the literature, e.g. in the context of visual object recognition
and action classification [34], [16]. However, most previous
works adopt hand-crafted features and, to our knowledge,
this is the first method proposing an end-to-end deep learning
architecture for DG in robot-vision.
III. DOMAIN GENERALIZATION WITH WEIGHTED BATCH
NORMALIZATION
In this section we present our novel approach for domain
generalization. We first focus on the closely-related problem
of domain adaptation, briefly describing a recent deep learn-
ing model [17] for coping with domain shift by adopting a
revised version of Batch Normalization (BN) [35]. We then
show how a similar strategy can be employed to address the
more challenging problem of domain generalization, intro-
ducing the proposed Weighted Batch Normalization layers.
A. Domain Adaptation through Batch Normalization
Several previous works have considered the problem of
domain adaptation in the context of semantic place cat-
egorization [33], [13]. Indeed, modern robotic platforms
require classification models which are robust to varia-
tions in the environmental conditions. Unfortunately, even
state-of-the-art methods based on powerful CNNs [10], [9]
tend to loose effectiveness when changes in illumination
conditions, sensors or environments occur. Therefore, re-
cent works have focused on developing domain adaptation
methods for deep architectures [36]. The unsupervised DA
problem is especially relevant in robotics, as annotating
data is often practically infeasible when a robotic platform
is deployed in a novel scenario. Formally, this problem
can be stated as follows. Given a set of labeled images
Xs = {(Is1 , y1), . . . , (Isns , yns)} from a source domain (a.k.a.
the source set), where Isi denote the images collected by
a robot or obtained from publicly-available datasets and
yi ∈ {1, . . . ,K} are the labels indicating the rooms types
(e.g. corridor, office, . . . ), and an unlabeled set of images
Xt = {It1, . . . , Itnt} from a target domain (a.k.a. target set)
corresponding to visual data collected by a robot in the novel
scenario, we are interested in learning a classification model
from Xs and Xt which accurately classify the target data.
Recent works [18], [17], [37] have shown that an effective
strategy for unsupervised DA consists in embedding into
CNN architectures specific Domain Alignment Batch Nor-
malization (DA-BN) layers. DA-BN layers are derived from
the common BN technique [35] adopted for avoiding internal
covariate shift within deep neural networks.
The principle of BN is simple: the input distribution of
a layer is kept constant by imposing a normalization of
the input features. Denoting by xi the input of BN for a
given feature channel and spatial location, BN operates by
replacing xi with:
xˆi = γ
xi − µX√
σ2X + 
+ β , (1)
where γ is a scale factor and β is a bias term. The compo-
nents µX and σ2X are respectively the mean and the variance
computed over the training set X , w.r.t. the chosen layer
and feature. At training time, the statistics are approximated
through the samples of the current batch, while at test time
the global estimation is used. Figure 2a illustrates a common
CNN with BN layers inserted after each fully-connected.
The main idea behind the design of DA-BN layers is to
perform the normalization using domain-dependent statistics.
In this way, the alignment between different domains is
realized by forcing source and target feature distributions to
match the same reference distribution, a standard Gaussian
in this case. Formally, samples from the source and the
target domains are normalized according to their associated
statistics {µXj , σ2Xj}, j ∈ {s, t}, i.e.:
xˆji = γ
xji − µXj√
σ2Xj + 
+ β . (2)
A key aspects of the methods in [17], [37] is to implement
two different predictors for source and target data without
requiring additional domain-specific parameters. In other
words, DA-layers are embedded in a standard architecture,
e.g. AlexNet, and the same network parameters θ are shared
by the source and the target predictors. During training, θ is
computed minimizing a classification loss (see Fig. 2b). It is
worth noting that, analogously to BN, DA-BN layers can be
embedded into many different types of architectures.
B. Domain Generalization with Weighted BN
As stated in Section I, one issue with DA methods is that
they require the presence of a target set Xt in the training
phase. This implies that data collected by a robot in the
scenario of interest should be available for learning the clas-
sification model. However, a more realistic situation is when
a robot is employed in a completely unseen environment.
As an example, consider a service robot: it is unfeasible to
collect data for all possible working environments. Therefore,
in this work we focus on domain generalization.
1) Weighted Batch Normalization for DG: Formally, the
DG problem can be stated as follows. Suppose we have a set
X = {X1, . . . ,XN} corresponding to the union of data from
N source domains. The source sets correspond, e.g., to data
acquired by multiple robots in different environments. We
can write X = {(I1, y1, d1), . . . , (In, yn, dn)}, where Ii is
an image, yi its corresponding label and di ∈ {1, . . . , N} is
the domain to which the image belongs. No data are available
for the target domain. DG aims at learning a model from X
which performs well on previously unseen target data.
Given the data from the source domains a set of domain-
specific classifiers can be obtained by extending (2) to a
multi-domain formulation:
xˆi = γ
N∑
j=1
1di=j
xi − µXj√
σ2Xj + 
+ β , (3)
where the statistics {µXj , σXj} are specific for the domain
Xj and 1di=j is an indicator function that gives value 1 if
di = j and 0 otherwise.
While knowledge about domains is available at training
time for source data, we do not know a priori the domain
of a target sample at test phase. To solve this problem, we
propose to replace the hard assignment of (3) with a soft
assignment. Given a set of weights wi,j , we perform feature
normalization with Weighted Batch Normalization layers:
xˆi = γ
N∑
j=1
wi,j
xi − µXj√
σ2Xj + 
+ β , (4)
where
∑N
j=1 wi,j = 1 and ∀j wi,j ≥ 0. The intuition behind
this choice is deriving a classification model for the target
domain as a combination of models from the source domains.
In order to compute the weights wi,j , we propose to
employ a separate network branch which originates from
the first few convolutional layers of the main network (see
Fig. 2c). This choice is motivated by the fact that end-to-
end training is allowed and the number of parameters is
kept limited. The specific architecture of the branch may
be variable (see Sect. III-B.3), with the only restriction that
its final output must be a probability vector of dimension N ,
corresponding to the number of known domains.
Analogously to what stated for DA-BN layers, the dif-
ferent source classifiers can be implemented by embedding
WBN layers into a common CNN architecture. Let us denote
by θs the parameters shared across the main network and the
lateral branch. The network branch that produces the domain
assignment weights has parameters denoted by θw, while the
parameters θc are shared across the domains but contribute
only to the final classification and not to the assignment.
During training we minimize the following loss:
L =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[`(xi, yi; θc, θs) + λ`d(xi, di; θw, θs)] . (5)
The loss is the sum of two terms, one considering place label
information for accurate recognition, the other enforcing the
lateral branch to successfully compute the correct domain.
2) Discovering latent source domains: A drawback of the
proposed DG approach is the need of multiple predefined
source domains during training. In practice this information
may not always be available and we may have access
to a single training set. However, even images from the
same training set can have different visual appearance, e.g.
corresponding to multiple illumination conditions. In this
case, it is reasonable to attempt to automatically discover the
latent domains inside the training set and use this information
in the proposed DG framework.
Formally, in this scenario we have still a source dataset
X . However, the domain information is missing, i.e. the
source images Ii do not have a domain label di associated.
Interestingly, our framework can be easily extended to this
setting by entirely relying on the proposed soft assignment
strategy. Our intuition is that, since similar input images
will tend to produce similar outputs in the lateral network
branch, implicitly visual data will be automatically clustered,
enabling a latent domain discovery process.
In this case, no domain loss `d is considered during
training. Assuming the existence of N latent domains, the
statistics for the j-th domain can be computed by means of
the weighting parameters wi,j . In particular, at training time
it is possible to approximately estimate the statistics by:
σ2Xj =
nb∑
i
wˆi,j(xi − µXj )2
µXj =
nb∑
i
µXj =
nb∑
i
wˆi,jxi
with wˆi,j =
wi,j∑nb
k wk,j
and nb is the number of samples in the
current batch. As for standard BN, these values update the
global estimate of the statistics employed at test time. Since
the definition of domain can be subtle and the number of
domains unknown, we believe that this formulation provides
a more generic framework for addressing DG.
3) Implementation details: To implement the proposed
DG framework, similarly to DA-BN, we replace each BN
with a number of WBN layers equal to the domains available
for training. For computing the assignment weights the
lateral branch takes as input the last frozen layer, applying
a ReLU non linearity followed by a fully-connected layer
and a softmax activation. In case the input is taken from a
convolutional layer, a global pooling is applied before the
lateral branch. In the large scale experiments on SPED, the
lateral branch takes as input the first convolutional layer
but two convolutional layers are added before the global
pooling. These layers have the same parameters of conv2
and conv3 of the main network. From the assignment, we
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Fig. 2: Example of the proposed framework. (a) AlexNet with
BN layers after each fully connected. (b) The same network
employing DA-BN for domain adaptation, where different
BN are used for source (BNs) and target (BNt). (c) Our
approach for DG with WBN layers.
perform a weighted normalization of the input, summing the
results obtained from all the domains. The scale γ and the
bias β parameters are shared across the domains. For the
loss functions ` and `d we choose a log-loss, with the input
normalized through the softmax operator.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
domain generalization approach for semantic place catego-
rization. We first perform a preliminary experiment to show
that, when samples from the target domain are available (i.e.
we consider a domain adaptation setting), the adoption of
domain-specific batch normalization layers into a CNN as in
[37], [17] is beneficial and guarantees a significant improve-
ment in terms of recognition accuracy (Subsection IV-B.1).
In Subsection IV-B.2 we test the proposed approach in the
more challenging task of domain generalization and compare
it with state-of-the-art methods, while in Subsection IV-B.3
we provide further results in a large scale outdoor scenario.
A. Experimental settings
1) Datasets: In our experiments we use three robot vision
datasets, namely the widely adopted COLD [19] and VPC
[4] datasets, and the recent SPED dataset [20].
The COLD Database contains three datasets of indoor
scenes acquired in different laboratories and from different
robots. The COLD-Freiburg (Fr) has 26 image sequences
collected in the Autonomous Intelligent Systems Laboratory
at the University of Freiburg, with a camera mounted on an
ActivMedia Pioneer-3 robot. COLD-Ljubljana (Lj) contains
18 sequences acquired from an iRobot ATRV-Mini platform
at the Visual Cognitive Systems Laboratory of University
of Ljubljana. In the COLD-Saarbru¨cken (Sa) an ActivMe-
dia PeopleBot has been employed to gather 29 sequences
inside the Language Technology Laboratory at the German
Research Center for Artificial Intelligence in Saarbru¨cken.
The VPC dataset contains images acquired from several
rooms of 6 different houses with multiple floors. The images
are acquired by means of a camcorder placed on a rolling
tripod, simulating a mobile robotic platform. The dataset
contains 11 semantic categories, but only 5 are common to all
houses: bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, living room and dining-
room. Following previous works [4], [8], [32], we use the
common categories in our experiments.
SPED is a large scale dataset introduced in the context
of place recognition. It contains images of 2543 outdoor
cameras collected from the Archive of Many Outdoor Scenes
(AMOS) [38] during February and August 20141.
2) Baseline architectures: For COLD and VPC we per-
form experiments with two common architectures: AlexNet
[39] and ResNet [1]. For AlexNet we use the standard archi-
tecture pre-trained on Imagenet [40]. In all the experiments,
we fine-tune the last two fully-connected layers, rescaling the
input images to 227 × 227 pixels. For ResNet we consider
the 10 layers version of the architecture, again pre-trained on
ImageNet. In all the experiments, we rescale the input images
to 224x224 pixels, fine-tuning the network starting from the
last residual block. Both the networks are trained with a
weight decay of 0.0005 and an initial learning rate of 0.001,
while the initial learning-rate of the final classifier is set to
0.01. The learning rate is dropped of a 0.1 factor after 90%
of the iterations. For the experiments on COLD, we use a
batch-size of 256 for AlexNet and 64 for ResNet, training the
networks for 1000 iterations. For VPC, we set the batch size
to 128 and 64 for AlexNet and ResNet respectively, training
the networks for 2000 iterations. The training parameters are
the same for our method and the baselines and fine-tuning
is performed for all the models.
The proposed approach can be applied to common CNNs
by simply replacing standard BN layers with our WBN
layers. While for ResNet BN layers are already employed,
this is not true for AlexNet. For these experiments we employ
a variant of AlexNet where BN layers are inserted after each
fully-connected layer.
For SPED we use AlexNet and the AMOSNet architecture,
following [20]. AMOSNet is very similar to AlexNet, with
the first fully-connected layer replaced by a convolutional
layer and a pooling operation. We follow the same protocol
of [20], using the same hyper-parameters for training. We
train both networks from scratch, applying BN or WBN
layers after each layer with parameters, except the classifier.
The evaluation is performed using a NVIDIA GeForce
1070 GTX GPU, implementing all the models with the
1The full dataset is currently not available, but the authors provided us a
subset with about 500 images per camera corresponding to 900 categories.
popular Caffe [41] framework. For the baseline AlexNet
architecture we take the pre-trained model available in Caffe,
while for ResNet we consider the model from [42]. The code
implementing the proposed method is publicly available2.
B. Results
1) Domain Adaptation: We first perform some prelim-
inary experiments to demonstrate that applying domain-
specific batch normalization layers as proposed in [17] is
beneficial for transferring domain knowledge in the context
of robot place categorization. Note that in this case, data from
the target domain are available, either labeled or unlabeled.
As our goal is to demonstrate the importance of source and
target specific BN layers in our application scenario, we do
not consider the entropy loss used in [17] in our experiments.
Following previous works on domain adaptation [13],
we consider pair of sequences extracted from the COLD
dataset. Similarly to [13], we take pairs where either differ-
ent robots or lighting conditions are present3. Specifically,
we consider four pairs of videos: Freiburg Cloudy (Fr.C)-
Saarbru¨cken Cloudy (Sa.C), Freiburg Cloudy-Saarbru¨cken
Night (Sa.N), Ljubljana Sunny (Lj.S)-Freiburg Cloudy and
Ljubljana Sunny-Saarbru¨cken Night. As in [13], for Freiburg
Cloudy and Ljubljana Sunny we use the standard sequence
A1, for Saarbru¨cken Cloudy the standard sequence A2 and
for Saarbru¨cken Night the extended sequence A1. With
respect to [13], we focus on a slightly different scenario,
where the two domains share common categories. In par-
ticular, we take the four common classes/rooms among all
the different sequences: printer area, corridor, bathroom and
office (obtained by merging 1-person and 2-persons office).
We perform experiments in multiple settings, i.e. consid-
ering labeled data from all the four categories and progres-
sively discarding labels for the frames associated to certain
categories. In practice, unlabeled images are still fed to the
network (and contribute to the computation of BN statistics),
but they do not have any loss term associated. For each pair
of sequences, we take 5 random splits, where 75% of the data
of each sequence are used for training and the other 25% are
used for testing. Inside the splits, all possible configurations
are considered (i.e. if for a sequence we test the configuration
where 1 class lacks of labeled data, all the possible choices
of that class are tested). Since the datasets are unbalanced,
we report the results as average accuracy per class on the
target domain, averaging the results across all the possible
configurations and splits.
Figure 3 compares the results obtained using domain-
specific BN layers (DA-BN), with those we get adopting the
traditional AlexNet model (Base) and its batch-normalized
version (BN). The figure clearly shows the advantages of
exploiting domain priors when data for the target domain
are available. This advantage is remarkable when the number
of labeled classes for the target domain decreases. We
2https://github.com/mancinimassimiliano/caffe
3The pair containing sequence A2 of Saarbru¨cken sunny has been
excluded from our analysis as data are not available anymore.
ascribe this behavior to the fact that, by considering domain-
specific statistics in BN, we are effectively normalizing the
features of each domain, without recurring to a unified
estimate and, implicitly, to an approximate normalization.
Indeed, the normalization obtained with DA-BN produces
an automatic feature alignment which helps the classifier
to learn domain-independent prediction functions, increasing
the generalization capabilities of the model. Notice that the
increase in accuracy is less pronounced when only 1 labeled
class is used in the target set. A possible reason is that in this
case the unbalanced number of samples per class negatively
affect the performance.
2) Domain generalization: While in the previous ex-
periments we exploit data from the target domain during
learning, in this section we assume that the robot will
be employed in an unseen environment, i.e. we focus on
the more challenging scenario of domain generalization.
Our experiments aim to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach in learning effective classification models in
case of varying environmental conditions (e.g. illuminations,
laboratories). In particular, we test two different variants of
the proposed approach. In the first case (WBN∗) we consider
the presence of domain priors at training time, as in Section
III-B.1. In the second variant, WBN, we do not assume to
have knowledge about domains at training time, thus our
model just relies on the soft-assignment (Section III-B.2).
We first perform experiments on the COLD database. For
each laboratory and illumination condition we consider the
standard sequences 1 of part A, except for Saarbru¨cken
Cloudy, for which we take sequence 2 due to known acquisi-
tion issues4 and Saarbru¨cken Sunny, for which we take part
B since sunny sequences for part A are not available. As in
the previous section, we consider the same 4 classes shared
between the sequences, reporting the average accuracy per
class. In these experiments we consider both AlexNet and
ResNet comparing our approach with baseline models ob-
tained adding traditional BN layers to the same architectures.
Firstly, we consider different lighting conditions, i.e. we
assume that the domain shift is due to changes of illumina-
tions. To this extent we train the network on sequences of
the same laboratory, training on two lighting conditions (e.g.
sunny and cloudy) and testing on the third (e.g. night). The
results are reported in Table I. As expected, when knowledge
about domains is available (WBN∗), improved classification
accuracy can be obtained, in general, with respect to a
domain agnostic classifier. Interestingly, for both networks
the result of our approach without domain priors is either
comparable or surpasses the baseline in almost all settings.
This suggests that the network is able to latently discover
clusters of samples and effectively using this information
for learning robust classification models.
Secondly, we perform a similar analysis to Table I but con-
sidering changes of robotic platform/environment. We keep
constant the lighting condition, training on two laboratories
and testing on the third. Table II shows the obtained results.
4http://www.cas.kth.se/COLD/bugs.php
TABLE I: DG accuracy on COLD over different lighting
conditions. First row indicates the target sequence, with the
first letters denoting the laboratory and the last the illumina-
tion condition (C=Cloudy, S=Sunny, N=Night). Vertical lines
separate domains of the same laboratory.
Net Norm. Fr.C Fr.N Fr.S Lj.C Lj.N Lj.S Sa.C Sa.N Sa.S avg.
A
le
xN
et BN 97.3 89.1 97.4 92.9 64.4 94.2 75.6 69.7 44.0 80.5
WBN 98.1 91.3 97.1 93.1 65.1 94.1 77.7 68.8 50.2 81.7
WBN∗ 97.1 91.9 98.0 93.9 65.6 95.0 77.2 69.9 49.9 82.1
R
es
N
et BN 97.7 82.2 90.7 89.5 61.2 90.3 70.7 73.0 38.7 77.1
WBN 98.1 81.8 94.1 94.5 61.7 93.7 75.8 76.9 37.8 79.4
WBN∗ 97.9 81.3 93.4 94.7 65.1 94.6 78.1 76.5 38.5 80.0
TABLE II: DG accuracy on COLD over different environ-
ments/sensors. First row indicates the target sequence, with
the first letters denoting the laboratory and the last the illu-
mination condition (C=Cloudy, S=Sunny, N=Night). Vertical
lines separate domains with same illumination condition.
Net Norm. Fr.C Sa.C Lj.C Fr.N Sa.N Lj.N Fr.S Lj.S Sa.S avg.
A
le
xN
et BN 26.0 38.4 34.4 27.9 26.6 33.1 28.8 34.2 25.1 30.5
WBN 25.8 38.2 33.0 29.4 26.6 34.8 30.3 36.9 25.1 31.1
WBN∗ 25.9 40.3 33.4 28.0 27.6 34.9 31.5 44.3 28.6 32.7
R
es
N
et BN 37.9 40.9 39.3 30.8 48.3 41.2 30.6 40.6 27.6 37.5
WBN 37.3 39.5 42.6 40.4 51.8 41.0 33.8 39.6 30.8 39.6
WBN∗ 36.6 40.3 40.0 41.2 56.2 45.2 35.4 39.4 25.6 40.0
Again, in most cases exploiting domain priors brings benefits
in term of performances, for both networks. The results of
Tables I and II show that the benefits of our WBN layer,
with and without domain loss, are not limited to a particular
type of domain shift (i.e. changes in robots, environment
or illumination condition), demonstrating that our approach
provides a general and effective strategy to address domain
variations. In both experiments, there are few cases in which
standard BN achieves comparable or slightly superior results
w.r.t. WBN. A possible reason is that in some situations
the ability of our model to generalize to novel settings
may be hindered by the small number or by the specific
characteristics of the available source domains.
In order to verify the ability of WBN to discover latent
domains, Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the values wˆi,j
computed for the images of the original source domains
associated to one of the experiments in Table II. The plots
associated to other experiments are similar and we do not
report them due to lack of space. Since we consider two
latent domains in these experiments and wˆi,1 + wˆi,2 = 1,
we report only the values computed for wˆi,1. Different
colors represent the original source domains. As the figure
shows, the lateral branch computes different assignments for
the samples of the different original source domains. As a
result, the latent source domains extracted by WBN tend to
correspond to the original source domains used by WBN∗.
In another series of experiments we consider the scenario
where both illumination and laboratory change. We per-
formed 27 different experiments, corresponding to the case
where Saarbru¨cken is considered as target domain. Figure 5
report the histogram of the gains in accuracy of our approach
AlexNet+WBN* w.r.t. AlexNet+BN. As shown in Fig. 5, in
most of the cases our model leads to an increase in accuracy
between 1-5%. In only 5 out of 27 experiments, our model
does not produce benefits.
In order to compare our model with the state-of-the art
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Fig. 3: Comparison between AlexNet (blue), AlexNet with BN (red) and DA-BN (yellow) on pair of sequences of COLD,
varying the number of labeled classes in the target domain. A to B means we are using A as source domain and B as target.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of the values of the weights computed
with AlexNet+WBN for the scenario Lj.N as target in
Table II. Different colors represent different original source
domains.
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Fig. 5: COLD dataset: results at varying both laboratory and
illumination conditions considering Saarbru¨cken as target.
Histogram of the accuracy gains of AlexNet+WBN* w.r.t.
AlexNet+BN. Colors indicate positive (blue) and negative
(red) gains and comparable performance (green).
approaches, we consider the VPC dataset. VPC has been
used in previous works to test the DG abilities of different
methods. Following the standard experimental protocol of
[4], we evaluate our model using 5 houses for training and 1
for test, averaging the results between the 6 configurations.
For each house we report the average accuracy per class.
Table III compares the result of our models with baseline
deep architectures, with and without traditional BN layers.
We consider both the case where domain information is
available (WBN∗) and where it is not (WBN). Analogously
to what observed in the experiments on COLD dataset, the
accuracy increases when WBN is adopted, both in case of
AlexNet and ResNet architectures. Interestingly, having do-
main priors during training produce a boost of performances
for ResNet, while for AlexNet this is not the case. This
suggests that different features have a different impact on
our model. Features of the very last layers, as in AlexNet,
may not be enough domain discriminative, especially in case
of limited shift within the source domains. In those cases,
a soft-assignment can provide a more effective strategy for
TABLE III: VPC dataset: average accuracy per class.
Net H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 avg.
AlexNet 49.8 53.4 49.2 64.4 41.0 43.4 50.2
AlexNet + BN 54.5 54.6 55.6 69.7 41.8 45.9 53.7
AlexNet + WBN 54.7 51.9 61.8 70.6 43.9 46.5 54.9
AlexNet + WBN∗ 53.5 54.6 55.7 68.1 44.3 49.9 54.3
ResNet 55.8 47.4 64.0 69.9 42.8 50.4 55.0
ResNet + WBN 55.7 49.5 64.7 70.2 42.1 52.0 55.7
ResNet + WBN∗ 56.8 50.9 64.1 69.3 45.1 51.6 56.5
TABLE IV: VPC dataset: comparison with state of the art.
Method [4] [8] [32] AlexNet ResNet
Config. SIFT CE BF - - Base BN WBN∗ BN WBN∗
Acc. 35.0 41.9 45.6 45.9 50.0 50.2 53.7 54.3 55.0 56.5
clustering samples.
Finally, Table IV compares the results obtained with our
approach with those of state-of-the-art methods. Specifically
we consider the method in [4], where SIFT [43] and CEN-
TRIST (CE) features [7] are provided as input to a nearest
neighbor classifier, and the approach in [8], where the same
classifier is employed but using Histogram of Oriented Uni-
form Patterns (HOUP) as input. For sake of completeness,
we also report the results obtained by exploiting also the
temporal information between images. For this setting, we
report the performances of the CENTRIST-based approach
of [7] coupled with Bayesian Filtering (BF) and the results of
[32] which used again a Bayesian Filter together with object
templates. As shown in the Table, applying deep-learning
techniques already guarantees an increase in performances
of about 4% with respect to the state-of-the-art. Introducing
WBN inside the network, allows a further accuracy gain.
3) Large scale experiments: In this section we show the
results obtained when our method is applied to a large scale
dataset of outdoor scenes, i.e. the SPED dataset. In order
to employ SPED as a DG benchmark, we split the dataset
in two sets, February and August, considering the months
of data acquisition. Since no other automatic training data
splits are possible using timestamps, in these experiments
we do not use domain supervision and only consider WBN
with two latent domains. The choice of having two domains
is motivated by the fact that the dataset contains images
collected at different times of the day and thus we assume
that the latent domains automatically discovered by our
method correspond to ”night” and ”day”.
Results are shown in Table V. WBN provides a clear gain
in all considered settings and for all considered architectures.
TABLE V: SPED dataset: comparison of different models.
Net AMOSNet AlexNet
Config. Base BN WBN Base BN WBN
February-to-August 83.7 88.8 90.3 83.6 88.9 90.5
August-to-February 71.2 82.7 86.1 73.9 83.1 87.0
The improvement of 4% obtained in the case ”August-to-
February” for both networks is remarkable given the very
large number of classes and the lack of domain supervision.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented a deep learning model for addressing DG in
the context of semantic place categorization. Our approach
exploits a weighted formulation of BN to learn robust
classifiers which can be applied to previously unseen target
domains. Our experiments demonstrated that, by adopting
our WBN layers, place categorization accuracy can be
significantly increased and state-of-the-art performance on
the VPC benchmark can be obtained. The effectiveness of
our method is also confirmed by experiments on a large
scale dataset of outdoor scenes. In future works we plan
to further explore our DG framework, analyzing the impact
of computing different weighting vectors for different layers
and exploiting different structures for the lateral network
branch. We believe that the generality of our framework also
permits to exploit additional sources of knowledge, such as
web images [44] and synthetic data [45]. For instance, we
can think of building a large training set of images through
web queries and employ the unsupervised version of our
algorithm to infer the latent source domains useful for DG.
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